
Event Detection from MPEG Video in the Compressed Domain

Abstract

The use of information in the compressed domain al�

lows for the rapid analysis of video content using stan�

dard hardware� This paper describes two techniques for

detecting dynamic events using the motion vectors ob�

tained from the MPEG video encoding�

In the �rst technique� feature vectors from motion

information form a high dimensional curve for a video

clip� and curve simpli�cation allows us to browse the

clip along portions where interesting events are likely to

happen� In the second technique� the camera motion�

pan� tilt� and zoom are computed from the motion vec�

tors� and the residual vectors which are not explained by

the camera motion are regarded as generated by moving

blobs� Events are detected from these moving blobs�

� Introduction

As computer performance and network bandwidth
improve� it is becoming easier to handle high volume
multimedia data such as video� audio and animation�
Even though real time streaming video is becoming
more popular and accessible� MPEG is still one of
the more prevalent formats for transferring and stor�
ing video data� Since the size of video is so large�
MPEG combines several compression schemes� includ�
ing a scheme that computes the motion of correlated
blocks and encodes these motions along with di�er�
ences between blocks� We are motivated by the fact
that techniques that take advantage of these motion
encodings without need for full frame decompression
will tend to require much less computation and I�O
than those working on decompressed frames�

Previous work on compressed data focused mainly
on video segmentation and camera motion detection ���
��� As a further step� we want to 	nd a way to under�
stand the video content based on information in the
compressed domain� Understanding video starts with
recognizing what is happening in the video�

Here� we need to clarify the meaning of what is hap�
pening� Ideally� a system would be able to provide a
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Figure 1. Flowchart of event detection.

descriptive comment after analyzing video data� for ex�
ample 
this movie contains very violent scenes and is

not appropriate for children�� However� this is still
beyond the state�of�the�art in image sequence under�
standing�

As a 	rst step toward the goal of understanding
video content� we propose two methods for detecting
interesting events based on the information of com�
pressed domain� In our case interesting may mean
new objects appearing� objects interacting� or objects
changing for example� The 	rst one is using curve
simpli	cation� and the second is tracking and labeling
moving blobs�

In Figure �� the owchart of these two methods is
shown�

�



� Event Detection using Curve Simpli�
�cation

This method focuses primarily on the general task of
detecting portions of the video that are likely to contain
a dynamic event� without considering how we might
analyze it or classify it� The event detection module
builds feature vectors from �D histograms of stepwise
motion vectors� and 	nds discontinuities in the trajec�
tories of the feature vectors� A discontinuity indicates
that a major reshu�ing of the motion vectors has oc�
curred� It does not indicate whether this was due to
a collision or to an object suddenly entering the scene�
However� with the help of a specially designed video
browsing tool� the user can watch only the portions of
video that are most likely to contain important events�
skipping the static parts of the video�

Our event detection technique detects large changes
of the motion vector 	eld by constructing a �D his�
togram of the motion vector components� using the
counts in the histogram bins as components of a fea�
ture vector� detecting in the trajectory of this feature
vector the frames that contribute to large curvature�
ranking these frames by order of relevance� and play�
ing only the most relevant frames� a small fraction of
the total number of frames either computed automati�
cally or controlled by the user with a slider�

Details of the processing are as follows�

�� From the motion vectors of the MPEG encoding�
construct motion images� with the x and y co�
ordinates of the motion vectors stored for each
macroblock�

�� For each motion image� build a �D histogram of
the motion vectors� on a �� � grid� Non periph�
eral bins take care of the range of motions from
�� pixels to � pixels� Each bin covers a motion
variation of � pixels in x and y directions� Bins
at the borders of the histogram grid are used for
motions beyond � pixels in both directions�

�� Construct a feature vector from bin information
for each motion image� Each bin generates � com�
ponents for the feature vector� bin count ���� and
x and y coordinates of centroid of blocks counted
in bin ��� ��� In addition� the 	rst vector compo�
nent is the frame number so that the feature vec�
tor keeps temporal information� Consequently�
each feature vector has ��� elements�

�� Sort feature vectors by relevance with respect to
the general shape of the curve ��� ��� This method
is described later in this section�

�� Construct histogram using number of frames
with relevance greater than r as function of r

with ranges normalized to ��� ���

�� Find relevance level corresponding to the point
where the curve simpli	cation summarizes the
large scale trends of the feature vector trajec�
tory� This corresponds to a point of the his�
togram for which the projection on vector ��� ��
has the smallest distance from the origin� See
below for details�

�� Show frames corresponding to points in curve
simpli	cation� using relevance level found at pre�
vious step�

This method detects the frames where there are dis�
continuities in the motion 	eld� or nonlinear changes
of size of the moving regions� It is insensitive to linear
translations of the camera and linear zooms� because
this generates straight trajectories in our feature space�

In previous work ���� our curve simpli	cation tech�
nique was based on binary curve splitting with the
Ramer algorithm� However� we found that a method
based on polygon simpli	cation by relevance ranking
of vertices ��� provides more compelling results� Rele�
vance is the degree of how important a point is to the
general shape of the polygon�

Even though the work in ��� depicts the case of pla�
nar polygons� the same method can be used to obtain
relevance with high dimensional points because it con�
siders only triples of points� and three points always lie
on a plane regardless of their dimension�

Relevance is calculated for a point� C� with respect
to its two neighbor points� A and B� by the following
formula

Relevance �
�ab

a� b

where

� � � CAB � � CBA

a � AC

b � CB

Sorting points according to relevance requires a
repetitive select�and�remove process� First� we calcu�
late relevance values for all the points� Then we 	nd the
point with least relevance� The selected point goes to
the last available position of a list of sorted points� We
remove the point from the original polygon� and update
the relevances in the modi	ed region of the polygon�
We select the point with the least relevance in the new
polygon and add it to the list of sorted points� This
select�and�remove procedure is repeated until there are
no more points left except two end points� Note that
the larger relevances reect global rather than local



Figure 2. Video player with vertical slider con-
trolling how many among the most relevant
frames will be played. The white tick marks
on the black horizontal bar indicate which
frames will be played for the selected slider
setting.

properties of the original polygon� because they are
computed for a very simpli	ed polygon that reects
the global shape of the original polygon�

We obtain a list of points sorted by relevance� This
list is used to control the degree of summarization of a
video for fast browsing� The user can select the level of
video summary in a special video player using a slider�
Figure � shows this video player�

Steps � and � are designed to 	nd an optimal level of
browsing� The idea is based on the fact that most of the
frames do not contain critical events and produce small
perturbations along the feature vector curve� and have
small relevance values� We want to 	nd the critical
relevance level� namely� the frame with more relevance
than the frames which don�t contain important events�
The critical relevance level is used to set up the initial
browsing level in the video player of 	gure ��

The critical relevance can be obtained by analyzing
the histogram representing the number of frames with
relevance greater than r as function of r with ranges
normalized to ��� ��� A typical histogram is shown in
Figure �� It has two distinct slopes� a steep slope at
small relevance levels� and a gentle slope for large rele�
vance levels� To avoid the frames with small relevance
levels� without missing any of the frames with larger
relevance levels� we select the critical relevance level
at the break between the two slope regimes� in the re�
gion where the slope of the histogram is on the order of
����� This corresponds to the point of the histogram
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Figure 3. Histogram showing fraction of
frames with relevance larger than specified
relevance.

for which the projection on the diagonal direction ��� ��
is closest to the origin�

Note that in this approach we have not attempted
to separate objects from background� The justi	cation
is that changes of motion in the background may in�
dicate the occurrence of something signi	cant that is
worth picking up� For example when the camera stops
zooming or stops panning� the 	lm director may want
the viewer to pay attention to what is in the 	eld of
view at the time the camera becomes still� However�
it may be useful to discriminate between this type of

background events� and 
object events�� and we at�
tempt to make this distinction with the next technique�

� Blob Tracking � Event Identi�cation

Blob tracking is another way to detect and iden�
tify events� There are several steps in this procedure�
including camera motion identi	cation� blob segmenta�
tion� tracking of moving blobs� and labeling of events
based on the relative motions of the blobs� The steps
are�

�� From the motion vectors of a MPEG video� com�
pute the camera motion �pan� tilt� zoom� using a
novel averaging method ����

�� Find the regions in which motion is not explained
by the general camera motion 	eld and label
these regions as independently moving blocks�

�� Repeat camera motion calculation without using
the regions of independently moving blocks and
repeat detection of independently moving blocks�
Iterate until camera motion converges�



�� To obtain blob motion� subtract camera motion
vectors from original motion vectors�

�� Segment moving blobs and discard spurious mo�
tion vectors ���� Label these regions as belonging
to independently moving objects�

�� Track moving objects from frame to frame using
a nearest neighbor approach based on predicted
position� velocity and shape� Discard short lived
moving objects� The tracking of blobs is between
frame pairs and is based on Euclidean distances
using components computed from average motion
in the blob� centroid� area and aspect ratio of the
shape�

�� Look at relative motions of moving objects and
label events from these relative motions�

As described in the above steps� the task of detecting
dynamic events requires four main technologies� The
	rst is the identi	cation of camera motion� the sec�
ond is the segmentation of moving blobs� the third is
the tracking of moving blobs in the sequence� and the
fourth is the analysis of their respective motions and
the classi	cation of their interactions�

3.1 Camera Motion Identification

Camera motion detection is based on an averaging
method described in ���� The method considers only
symmetrical patterns of macroblocks� and as a result
camera motion calculation reduces to an averaging of
motion vector components and is very fast� Using this
method� we can successfully calculate three compo�
nents of camera motion� pan� tilt� and zoom� based
only on motion vectors of encoded MPEG images�

Once camera motion is calculated� each motion vec�
tor is investigated again� Wherever the original vec�
tors are considerably di�erent from the vector caused
by the camera motion� we mark them as moving blobs�
To keep the pattern of considered macroblocks sym�
metrical� we need to mark macroblocks in symmetrical
positions too�

Using only unmarked macroblocks� camera motion
computation is repeated until camera motion con�
verges�

3.2 Segmentation of Moving Blobs

The macroblocks marked as moving blobs are the
ones that have extra motions that can not be explained
by camera motion� For each marked macroblock� blob
motion is acquired by subtracting camera motion from

the original motion vector� Using these residual vec�
tors� we compose a motion image for each frame� and
segment it using a method based on ���� As a result�
we obtain an image of segmented moving blobs for each
frame�

3.3 Blob Tracking

We need to connect segmented blobs across frames�
In other words� for each blob in a frame� we need to 	nd
a blob in the next frame which is most likely generated
by the same moving object� Formally� the goal of the
tracking process is to 	nd an assignment matrixAi for
each frame which minimizes residual ri in the following
equation�

bi�� � Aibi � ri ���

where ni is the number of segmented blobs in frame i�
bi is a �ni � �� blob vector of frame i� and Ai is an
assignment matrix with dimension �ni�� � ni��

We obtain matrix Ai by 	nding the nearest blob
from frame i � � or frame i � � for each blob� Frame
i�� is searched only when there is no good candidate in
frame i��� The following features are used to calculate
the distance between two blobs�

� Centroid
� Motion
� Size
� Aspect Ratio
� Angle

Aspect ratio and angle of a blob are calculated by
using 	rst and second moments ���� However� those
two features turn out to have relatively little inuence
on tracking performance� Blob motion is used to adjust
the position of a blob before blob distance is computed�

We only need to focus on moving blobs which cause
events and there are several methods to 	lter out non�
interesting blobs that are not worth tracking to im�
prove tracking performance�

First� blobs that touch a large percentage of the
frame boundaries are not likely to be interesting� We
added an option to our tracking program so that we can
specify the percentage of boundary in contact with a
blob� Whenever a blob intersects a boundary by more
than the speci	ed fraction� it is excluded from blob
tracking�

Second� it is possible to exclude a background re�
gion from being tracked by specifying a color� This is
especially useful when we analyze a sports clip such as
football� cricket� or baseball� All the regions of inter�
est are players on a green 	eld� The background color



Figure 4. Snapshot of blob viewer.

is speci	ed by an option argument and blobs with a
color similar to the speci	ed color are not considered
in tracking�

There are other ways of improving blob tracking in�
cluding controlling the threshold value for distance be�
tween blobs� prescribing a limit of maximumnumber of
tracked blobs� and� of course� controlling features used�

3.4 Event Identification

Event identi	cation can be performed by analyzing
connected blobs� We have developed a visualization
tool called a blob viewer� Figure � which shows tracked
blobs and helps classify what kind of events are oc�
curring� This task should be performed automatically
later on� and is one of our future tasks�

� Limitations in Using Motion Vectors

There are several limitations in using the motion
vectors of MPEG video encoding�

The 	rst limitation results from the size of the search
space used by the MPEG encoding process� Motion
vectors are calculated in the encoder by local search�
How accurately motion vectors are computed depends
on the quality of this search� The search distance usu�
ally does not exceed ��� pixels� This means it would
be di�cult to rely on motion vectors when the correct
matching block is farther than that distance� Unfor�
tunately� this happens in many sports clips such as
basketball� hockey� football and so on� In Figure �� a
player is about to shoot the ball� and the camera is
tracking him� However� his speed is so great that the
motion vectors are rather messy and hard to use�

Figure 5. Blobs move too fast.

Figure 6. Moving blobs are too small.

A second limitation is caused by the granularity of
the motion vector 	eld� One motion vector is decoded
for each macroblock� In MPEG video� a macroblock
has size ��x�� pixels� This implies that wherever two
or more blobs smaller than a macroblock contribute
to distinct motions within a macroblock� the encoded
motion vector cannot represent the motion correctly�
For instance� Figure � is a captured shot from a football
clip� and motion vectors encoded in MPEG video do
not represent real motions properly�

� Conclusion � Future Work

We have proposed two methods for detecting critical
events from compressed domain of MPEG video� Us�
ing curve simpli	cation� we can obtain the portions of
video where important events are likely to occur� and
these are useful for improving user browsing perfor�
mance� Using blob tracking� we obtain the trajectories
of moving blobs along frames and they can be shown
using our blob tracking visualization tool�

For the time being� we have two separate processes
and need to combine these two methods so that blob
tracking is performed only on video scenes where sig�
ni	cant events have been detected�

To automate event identi	cation process� we need to
build a vocabulary of dynamic events based on relative
motions and size changes of tracked moving blobs�
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